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PROJECT

CEDRUS

Words by Brendan Richards

When Kyle Lobisser first learned to foilboard in 2014, it
quickly occurred to him that his engineering background
gifted him the perfect set of skills to build the ultimate foil spar
technology. It was during a winter vacation to Baja that his first
foil attempt put a solid slice in his foot and while helping other
foil beginners, he discovered firsthand how sharp, fragile and
surprisingly heavy the carbon designs were at the time. Having
worked at Boeing and then Apple as an engineer, Kyle began
watching the early evolution of foilboards with a critical eye.
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T

he term ‘black aluminum’ is frequently used by engineers to
describe products that are designed to be built in aluminum
but are upgraded into carbon without much thought to
the structural properties of the composite black material. To the
technical mind, it’s like putting lipstick on a pig, and that is what
Kyle found in the first generation carbon foil constructions.
In his early professional work at Boeing, Kyle was responsible for
designing structural components to optimize load requirements
and minimize weight while adhering to the design parameters
he was handed by aeronautical engineers. In his following job,
he worked in Silicon Valley at Apple where his job was to fixate
on the minute construction details of the iPad. Using computersimulated iPad crash tests, Kyle worked to maximize the device’s
structural resistance to impacts and stress loads towards the aim
of minimizing the dreaded cracked glass faux pas. It was precisely
because of his education at Boeing and Apple that he knew when
he first learned to foilboard that there were huge improvements
in weight, strength and safety to be made in the foil parts that
connect the wings to the board.
The concept beating around in the back of Kyle’s mind was to build
a mast with two molded carbon U-shaped slats that sandwich
together around an aluminum base plate and aluminum fuselage
mounting cap. The mast’s leading and trailing edges could be

machined out of PVC or some other material more impact resistant
than carbon. With a hollow center, the true properties of carbon
construction could yield the lowest weight mast on the market with
a structural design that offered incredibly stiff performance and
softer edges for greater safety. Referencing the oldest composite
material used by the Pacific Northwest’s earliest dwellers who
used cedar trees to make dug-out canoes, the project got its name
early on. Combining his love of his home in the Pacific Northwest,
composite materials and the water, Kyle’s idea to revolutionize
foilboarding was dubbed Project Cedrus.
Having quit his job at Apple to start an engineering consulting
firm, Kyle filed for a provisional patent and began shopping his
ideas and services to the leading kiteboarding companies that
were manufacturing foil products at the time. As the manager of
bayareakiteboarding.com, an internet kiteboarding forum, Kyle
leveraged his industry connections to approach the major brands,
yet he found they had little to no interest in his engineering ideas,
even when offered at highly-discounted rates. Across the board,
Kyle found that the kite companies were using their in-house staff
to approach the foil product with a design/build/test program
based on foreign low cost shared manufacturing. At the time,
foilboarding was still a niche product within a niche industry and
Kyle couldn’t seem to sell anyone on his sophisticated computeraided engineering services.

As an engineer, Kyle dreamed of partnering with brands to
revolutionize the foilboard by leveraging his computer engineering
skills to build the most advanced foilboarding structures possible,
but his initial contacts with the industry made clear he would have
to design and build the product first and then license his finished
proof of concept back to the companies. At no point did Kyle
believe he had the time, budget or skill to manufacture, market,
sell and distribute his innovation to the end-user at scale, but he
strongly believed the brands with their large marketing budgets,
higher volume, and manufacturing experience would be the ideal
customer for his product. Bolstered by his belief that the industry’s
approach to foil development and manufacturing was not efficient,
Kyle dug into his personal savings and hired an intellectual property
lawyer to file a patent to protect his concept. Looking back, Kyle
admits that it was and still is hard to justify the investment in
the patent, but it was necessary to prove his personal belief that
sporting goods industries like mountain biking and kiteboarding
should be allocating more money to product innovation tools than
expensive marketing trips and sales.
If the computer was invented in a garage in Palo Alto, the hollow
carbon foil mast was invented in Kyle’s kitchen in Bainbridge
Island, Washington. As Kyle progressed through the product
innovation cycles, he encountered a number of performance design
challenges. While his two-part hollow construction solved weight
and stiffness problems, he still had to navigate serious performance
issues like ventilation and vibration. Foil masts, particularly those
constructed out of aluminum, often experience a hum that is
caused by vortex shedding off the mast because the trailing edge
begins to vibrate at high frequencies. The dampening properties
of carbon compared to aluminum often helps, but by using a PVC
insert along the trailing edge Kyle was able to dampen out that
vibration completely.
Ventilation is another challenge; at higher angles of attack small
bubbles tend to build along the surface of the mast until they
migrate down the mast and ultimately separate, causing loss of
lift. Kyle worked with America’s Cup foil designer Tom Speer
who guided him through the complex hydrodynamic balancing
of chord length, thickness, and shape while meeting structural
and strength goals. He refers to this collaboration as “the story of
his career at Boeing and Apple” as engineers like himself and foil
designers like Tom have to sacrifice, converge and agree upon the
optimal solution, which is both challenging but very rewarding
when done successfully.
Early on in the process, Kyle had identified additional goals for his
product which included more environmentally sustainable material
sourcing and maintaining manufacturing of the product locally

UPPER LEFT: A sampling of the open 'hat' sections
that are co-bonded together to form the hollow mast.
Project Cedrus was inspired by the First Nations
Indians' use of composite material (cedar trees) to
build dug-out canoes for transportation. // Photo
Project Cedrus UPPER RIGHT: Experimenting with
Cedrus' stiff flex pattern and vibration dampening
in real world conditions. // Photo Project Cedrus
LOWER RIGHT: Small batch production in the
USA. Built along the shores of the Columbia River
Gorge, engineer Kyle Lobisser takes pride in his
use of locally sourced materials and repurposed
pre-preg carbon that was otherwise destined for
landfill. // Photo Project Cedrus
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in the USA. Due to his background at Boeing, Kyle was familiar
with carbon and epoxy sourcing and was aware that the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) imposes stringent regulation on
material traceability and shelf life tracking to ensure the safety of
the flying public. Because pre-preg carbon comes with the epoxy
already impregnated into the black fiber matte, aviation companies
must store the material at refrigerated temperatures until it is laid
into molds and baked in high-temperature ovens to cure. As Kyle
knew quite well, it would take months for pre-preg to stiffen at
room temperatures, nonetheless, companies like Boeing are required
to track the time these rolls of material spend outside and inside
the freezer because the FAA’s margin for risk in aviation is thin
to non-existent.
Boeing had ordered massive amounts of carbon when it introduced
the use of pre-impregnated carbon in Boeing’s 787 jetliners, but
when production of its first jet orders was delayed, much of its
pre-ordered carbon passed its FAA shelf life and the company was
forced to fire sale it through an asset recovery team. Kyle was still
working at Apple at the time, but knowing that this carbon would
be perfect for his foil project, he took delivery of 3,000 pounds of
carbon material and scrambled to find a space in refrigerated storage.
The bulk of the cost in carbon manufacturing is attributed to
labor, but repurposing large quantities of discounted carbon
otherwise destined for the
landfill was an intangible
“ I f t h e c o m p u t e r wa s i n v e n t e d i n a g a r a g e i n Pa lo
yet highly important quality
A lt o , t h e h o l l o w c a r b o n f o i l m a s t w a s i n v e n t e d i n
Kyle wanted to instill in his
product. He admits that it
Kyle’s kitchen in Bainbridge Island, Washington.”
might sound cliché, but the
idea of his product being
built in a carbon foundry just up the Columbia River Gorge with
a material destined for landfill felt really satisfying.
Early failures and cycles of revision are crucial components of
product innovation, so Kyle handed out some prototypes to key
people for feedback and durability testing. Kyle’s first failure
came after a couple of months when Seattle-based wing builder
Jim Stringfellow’s baseplate disconnected from the mast while
foilboarding in Baja. Stringfellow’s wife located the sunken foil
and Kyle was able to discern that his simple anodizing process
that prepares the aluminum baseplate parts to be bonded with
the carbon mast was capable of longtime corrosion and failure.
Following in the steps of Boeing’s superior risk tolerances, Kyle
switched to a more complicated anodizing process to eliminate
corrosion failures and the subsequent batches of the prototypes
and product have proven to be problem-free.

UPPER LEFT: The Cedrus mast breaks down the
vertical structure, the aerodynamic surfaces and the
mounting plates into three idealized materials that
combine to yield impressive gains in stiffness and
weight reduction. // Photo Project Cedrus LOWER
LEFT: The double 'hat' carbon molds are bonded
together at the edges to create a lightweight hollow
structure. // Photo Project Cedrus MIDDLE: The
Lobisser kitchen doubles as a special order fuselage
factory. // Photo Project Cedrus

It was at this stage that he reached outside the kite industry to the
foilsurfing manufacturer Cloud IX in Ventura, California. At the
time, Cloud IX was contemplating the development of an all-carbon
mast and Cedrus’ strength and stiffness seemed to be a perfect match
for the abuse surf foils often take in the waves. The Cloud IX guys
wanted a prototype to test, but at the time, Kyle had one mast available
and that was the mast that had failed Stringfellow. Without much
choice, Kyle cut down the mast to a shorter length and bonded a
new plate to the sawed-off end, aware that this improvised method
lacked the sandwich strength of the original fabrication method.
Kyle shipped his mast to Ventura for testing with his fingers crossed,
but the quick hack failed in one of the first foilsurfing trial sessions.
Kyle explained why the sample failed, but this was his one shot and
Cloud IX decided to pass on the technology.
With more testing and feedback under his belt, the product took
shape and Kyle approached several kite companies once again at an
industry tradeshow with his prototype in hand. While the interest
in his innovation seemed encouraging and positive, he found his
manufacturing costs induced sticker shock in the brands that sourced
their manufacturing in offshore markets with much lower labor rates.
The pricing on a USA manufactured Cedrus came with a much lower
profit margin that just wasn’t attractive to kite brands in the current
marketplace. From Kyle’s outsider perspective, if the industry didn’t
over-invest in marketing fringes like exotic product photoshoots and
excess marketing, it could sell lower margin products with superior
technology and higher manufacturing costs.

TOP LEFT: Foilsurfing manufacturer Cloud IX puts
an improvised Cedrus mast to the test in Ventura,
California. // Photo Cloud IX BOTTOM LEFT: The
Cedrus logo was designed by famed First Nations
artist Roy Henry Vickers who combined the composite
reference to cedar trees, an eagle for flight and the
orca to represent water. // Photo Project Cedrus
TOP CENTER: A custom fabricated blade tool helps
the artisanal mast builder put a perfect trim on the
PVC leading edge. // Photo Project Cedrus MIDDLE
CENTER: Loaded up for shipping, each complete
launch kit came with a protective gun case. // Photo
Project Cedrus BOTTOM CENTER: From concept
to execution, early prototype compression bonding
techniques required some improvisation. // Photo
Project Cedrus FAR RIGHT: The backyard fuselage
assembly line was necessary to meet Kyle's launch
orders. // Photo Project Cedrus
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When it finally became clear that the kite industry wasn’t going to
bite, Kyle decided that the Cedrus design would have to be directly
marketed to the end-user. Having worked closely with Stringfellow
on development, Kyle pre-sold 20 Cedrus masts packaged with
Stringfellow’s wing sets in a coordinated ‘Launch Campaign.’ With
that success, Kyle began machining custom adapters for every wing
system on the market and selling units directly off his website in
small batches.
With the large investments in his patent and the expense of tooling
and mold setups, Project Cedrus has dug a solid financial hole that
leaves him far from breaking even and that’s without including the
cost of Kyle’s time. On the other hand, the exceptional learning
experience equals the cost of a single semester in an MBA program,
and in that sense the investment in Cedrus has been a bargain. Kyle
sometimes wonders what would have happened if he had slipped his
foot inside the R&D door of the kite industry or broken into the
foilsurfing market with his Cloud IX prototype, but small business
innovation is a messy hands-on endeavor, and Kyle has found
incredible satisfaction in building strong bonds with members of
the kiteboarding community that have made his obsession with
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ABOVE: Kyle Lobisser sits at his workstation where he designed and built the Cedrus carbon mast from the ground up. As both a kiteboarder and an engineer,
Kyle was unimpressed with the first 'black aluminum' carbon masts to reach the kiteboarding market and tenaciously brought his hollow composite molded
ideas to life. // Photo @wing3r

high-tech kiteboarding gear a reality as well as making a personal
connection with his customers on each Cedrus sale. The Cedrus
adventure has helped Kyle develop a set of technical manufacturing
skills that he may not have necessarily gotten sitting behind a
computer at Boeing or Apple, and at the same time, he has a better
understanding of the challenges of marketing, selling and fulfilling
orders in the kiteboarding industry. Kyle is quick to admit that a few
of the top industry players have made solid progress in full carbon
foil construction at lower prices, which is evidence of progress in
the right direction.

When he looks back, Kyle’s very much grateful to his wife, who
agreed to invest their money into Cedrus as well as begrudgingly
looked the other way when she found frozen rolls of carbon shoved
into their kitchen freezer. With a focus on every detail from his
painstakingly hand-crafted kitchen table prototypes to the custom
logo designed by the famed Roy Henry Vickers, Kyle has poured
his heart and soul into this passion project and believes he’s built
a better mast than anything on the market, yet for an engineer
like Kyle, the quest to build the perfect foilboarding mast is still
very much ongoing.

